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This delightful and inspiring journal takes you on an exploration through the book of Philippians.

Insight, encouragement, and thought-provoking questions, motivate you to dig deeper into scripture,

and hold fast to your faith. While the book of Philippians is a small one, consisting of only four

chapters, it's a book that's packed full of encouragement for today's Christian walk. Throughout the

book, Paul refers to the joy that is available to all Christians, and while the main theme of the book

leans toward joy, it's also about humility, peace, obedience, and contentment. The study opens up

with a focus on Paul, his conversion, his mission, his visit to the Philippian church, and his

sufferings. By gaining a better understanding of the author and his relationship to the church, we

have a deeper understanding of his letter to them. The emphasis on joy and Paul's example of

contentment makes this Bible-study journal a must-have for anyone seeking encouragement and

hope.
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This is the second book I got from Darlene Schacht. I love how I can enjoy my 2 favorite things,

Coloring and studying Gods word.This is a 4 week Bible study and the size is a bit larger than a

standard size spiral notebook.The first part is going in to a reminder of what paul had to say in other

books.I am highly impressed and would like to continue my collection.Thank you for creating

this.Highly recommend this book.

I ordered this workbook through  prime and it got here so fast! I'm really looking forward to this bible



study- I've done a few online bible studies in the past and this group has the best discussions and

ways to apply this to your life! I can't wait to get started on this. :)

Just finished day 1&2.Great study guide. Walks you through digging deeper into God's Word. For

those who love to color as well.plenty of opportunities.Enjoy getting close to God. You will order

more of her study guides after this one.

Her new study that includes this book starts August 8th and I can't wait! Her journals are so pretty

and very easy to follow while digging deeper in the word. I love this one!

I love Darlene Schacht bibles studies. I'm working on this one now. She makes it easy but

challenging to dig deeper into Gods word. I haven't been able to stay with a Bible study before

either because it was over my head or so boring.. I can understand everything plus I'm in her group

on Facebook so if I feel the need I can ask questions.I hope this was helpful to someone looking for

a Bible study.

This bible study is fantastic. I am really loving all of Darlene Schacht's products/studies and

journals. I would just like to say that if you purchase the study guide from her blog you don't also

need this journal. They are the same info and illustrations. But she does state that this is optional. ;)

This a beautiful, thought provoking, inspiring book. The pages are beautifully laid out. Each daily

study. has verses, cross references, study questions, places to journal and pictures to color. This

study is wonderful to do on your own, follow the online group or to run your own group. I believe this

would be appropriate for age Junior high and up. If you are looking to enrich your quiet time or lead

a group, this is a good option. The author has many other good books also.

I love this bible study guide! It is really hard to find a study that uses the KJV Bible! I have always

opted to use the free guide and just print it, but I am so glad I went ahead and purchased this book!

It is full of things to color, intriguing questions, and tidbits of information! I will be buying her next

guide as well! Money well spent!
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